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Pretoria:  e. print@lilyyoung.co.za    t. 012 348 1311    f. 086 632 5037
Johannesburg:   e. admin@lilyyoung.co.za   t. 072 101 6950   f. 086 632 5037
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Lily Young
Couture Wedding Stationery
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2 Design options available:
*Custom Design
*Bespoke Design

Our process explained

Design and printing fees
explained

Price list for all
existing catalogue invitations

Price list for all
existing catalogue invitations

Round-off your design with
 a beautiful embellishment
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Catalogue invitations

Catalogue invitations

Envelopes & 
Additional
finishing touches
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Pricing Structure

Design options
 

 

 

WHAT WE OFFER

Please visit one of our studio’s
 Garsfontein, Pretoria / Rivonia, Johannesburg 

(by appointment) to view our catalogue
and to discuss invitation & stationery options and ideas.

We do not charge a consultation fee.

Standard designs  |  Catalogue designs  |  Custom designs  |  Electronic invitation
Save the date (magnets or printed cards)   |   Electronic save the dates  |  Reply cards
Printed invitations   |   Place cards  |   Laser-cut invitations   |   Foiled invitations    
Name tags  |  Custom or standard envelopes and pockets  |  Embossed invitations  
Ribbon & Lace finishing  |  Diamante & Pearl finishing  |  Wedding day programs 
Menus  |  Seating plan  |  Thank you tags  |   Table numbers  |  Newspaper prints
Order of service  |   Laser-cut word, numbers, shapes   |   Perspex 3D chandelier
Custom confetti cones & holders  |  Chalkboards signs  |  Laser-cut serviette rings
Electronic thank you cards    |    Custom wood or perspex coasters   |    Broaches
Custom made frames and stands    |    Paper lantern bags    |    Cupcake wrappers
Photobooth props    |   Wood & persex 3D tree’s   |   Thank you cards  |  Bunting
Hard-and soft cover guest books  | Perspex & wood underplates | Thank you cards  
Wood & persex 3D tree’s  |  Gift favour boxes & bags. 

WHAT WE OFFERWHAT WE OFFER
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DESIGN OPTIONS

BESPOKE Design
“entirely unique”

You can choose the design you like from our catalogue, and we will gladly modify this design 
to suit your requirements.  You will recieve 3 design options and 2 revisions are allowed.

If you would like a unique design made according to your ideas and requirements and our catalogue
does not have what you are looking for.  We will then create something distinctive and exclusive,

someting never seen before!

Pricing Structure Design Fees

Thank you for you interest in our wedding designs!  This guide will 
assist you  in budgeting for your wedding invitations.

Please note: Pricing can be affected by the following:
* Invitation layout / size  * Design / studio time  * Quantity  
* Paper choice * Print process (digital,foiled,embossed)

*Finishing (ribbon, diamante’s or decorative accessories)

CUSTOM Design 
“a little bit extra”

a unique design made especially for you.

any design that form part of our portfolio
with customisation of your choice.

R950.00

 

DESIGN FEE 

From R1450.00

DESIGN FEE 

R450.00

DESIGN FEE 

R950.00

DESIGN FEE

Custom  Design

Bespoke Design

Electronic Save the date Design

Electronic Invitation

E-save the date design and layout for a static .jpeg design for email purposes.
*Design based on client briefing,  wedding theme and colour scheme. 
 Client wil receive 1 design option.

Design fee includes design and layout for a static .jpeg design for email purposes.
*Design based on client briefing,  wedding theme and colour scheme. 
 Client wil receive 1 design option.

Catalogue design with “a little bit extra”. 
This option allows the client to customise their invitation.
*Design based on client briefing,  wedding theme and colour scheme. 
  Client wil receive 3 design options.

A unique, exclusive and distictive design that has not been done before
.*Design based on client briefing,  wedding theme and colour scheme. 

 Client wil receive 3 design options .

 Design fee  for any ‘on the day’ stationery options  
*Design based on client briefing,  and wedding invitation. 
 Client wil receive 1 design option for every item. 

R350.00 - R1250.00

DESIGN FEEStationery

PLEASE NOTE: Prices are estimated only and are subject to change without prior notice. 

Please note that all invitations and stationery items are custom designed to suit the clients needs 
and requirements. We spend a lot of time and effort creating items to perfectly match these 

requirements and therefor charge a standard design fee for all items, 
over and above the print and production unit cost.
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      LET’S MEET

Book a consultation (free) at one of our studios. It is an opportunity to share ideas and 
thoughts - you will also be able to view our entire collection.  We will gladly consult with 
you via email or telephone as well.

2.   QUOTATION & DEPOSIT

You will receive a detailed quotation via email as soon as possible. If you accept, a 50% 
non-refundable deposit becomes payable.  After receiving your payment we will send you an
information pack, explaining the way forward.

3.   DESIGN & PRODUCTION

First design options will be emailed to you. Changes and adjustments  will be made according
to your feedback and input.  After signing off on your digital proof, you will receive a final printed 
proof to sign-off.  Production will now commence.

4.   DELIVERY
You will be notified of the projected date of delivery once production commenced.  All outstanding 
balances must be settled before collecting.
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Lily Young Designs offer a variety of distinct choices of
design, typefaces, colour, and themes, making each product
that leaves our studio unique. Limited designs can be viewed

on our website. For the complete catalogue please make
an appointment to visit one of our studios.

The Process

We will be able to provide you with an accurate quotation once we
understand your specific needs & requirements.  It is therefor

recommended that you come in for a consultation.



1 x Postcard printed double sided        R13.00 - R18.00 ea

A6 flat x 1 inserts with pocket        R40.00 - R45.00 ea
A6 flat x 2 inserts with pocket        R45.00 - R50.00 ea
A6 flat x 3 inserts with pocket        R50.00 - R55.00 ea

2 x Single sided       R20.00 - R25.00 ea 
2 x Double sided      R25.00 - R30.00 ea  

A6 POSTCARD 

A6 WITH LASER CUTTING 

TE: 

Standard envelopes.  R6.00 ea (not printed)

3 x Single sided       R30.00 - 35.00 ea 
3 x Double sided      R35.00 - R40.00 ea
      (Postcards are tied with satin ribbon)  

Catalogue
A6 Invitations

 A6 WALLET & BOOKLET

2

All our catalogue designs can 
be customised to suit your 

wedding theme, colour 
scheme & requirements

5

ALL PRICES ARE ESTIMATED ONLY AND QUANTITY DEPENDANT
Printed On Imported Matt, Gloss, Pearl Or Textured Paper

Special shape postcard R20.00 - R25.00 ea Standard envelopes.  R6.00 ea (not printed)

A6 1-fold   R30.00 - R35.00 ea
A6 1-fold with laser cutting       R40.00 - R45.00 ea 

A6 flat with laser cutting R25.00 - R30.00 ea 

A6 2-fold  R40.00 - R45.00 ea
A6 2-fold with laser cutting R45.00 - R50.00 ea 

A6 Wallet x 1 inserts       R45.00 - R50.00 ea
A6 Wallet x 2 inserts       R50.00 - R55.00 ea
A6 Wallet x 3 inserts       R55.00 - R60.00 ea

A6 Wallet x 1 inserts with laser cutting       R50.00 - R55.00 ea
A6 Wallet x 2 inserts with laser cutting      R55.00 - R60.00 ea
A6 Wallet x 3 inserts with laser cutting       R60.00 - R65.00 ea

A6 Booklet x 3 pages with laser cutting      R60.00 - R65.00 ea
A6 Booklet x 4 pages with laser cutting      R65.00 - R70.00 ea

Standard envelopes.  R6.00 ea (not printed)

A6 invitation fold to envelope

A6 Booklet x 3 pages (stitched)        R40.00 - R45.00 ea
A6 Booklet x 4 pages (stitched)        R45.00 - R50.00 ea

Lerato & Thabo
invite you to share in their joy when 

they become husband and wife
on

SUNDAY JULY 15th
at 12:00

Ceremony & Reception at

Sorex Estate, Centurion

RSVP before 15 June to
Lerato: 081 234 3456

Please �nd attached directions and 
additional information
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A5 Flat double sided R30.00 - R35.00 ea
A5 Special shape R35.00 - R40.00 ea

A5 with laser cutting       R40.00 - R45.00 ea

A5 x 2  printed single sided  R40.00 - R45.00 ea
A5 x 2 printed double sided sided  R45.00 - R50.00 ea

A5 wrapper with 1 inner      R60.00 - R65.00 ea
A5 wrapper with laser cutting      R65.00 - R70.00 ea

A5 wrapper with detailed laser cutting    R75.00 - R80.00 ea

A5 pocket with 1 inner     R50.00 - R55.00 ea
A5 pocket with laser cutting       R55.00 - R60.00 ea

A5 pocket with detailed laser cutting      R60.00 - R65.00 ea

A5 FLAT 

TE: 

Standard envelopes.  R8.00 ea (not printed)

A5 Invitations

1
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A5 WALLET

1
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A5 1-Fold       R40.00 - R45.00 ea
A5 1-Fold with laser cutting  R60.00 - R65.00 ea

A5 2-Fold       R60.00 - R65.00 ea
A5 2-Fold with laser cutting     R65.00 - R70.00 ea

A5 1-Fold wallet with 1 inner   R60.00 - R65.00 ea
A5 1-Fold wallet with laser cutting       R65.00 - R70.00 ea

A5 2-Fold  wallet with 1 inner        R70.00 - R75.00 ea
A5 2-Fold with laser cutting       R80.00 - R85.00 ea

A5 Gate fold      R45.00 - R50.00 ea
A5 Gate fold wallet with 2 inners      R70.00 - R75.00 ea

A5 Gate fold wallet with laser cutting    R80.00 - R85.00 ea

Standard envelopes.  R8.00 ea (not printed)

1
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Wood flat engraved  R65.00 - R70.00 ea
Wood flat with printed page R70.00 - R75.00 ea

Wood flat with laser cutting R70.00 - R75.00 ea

Printed booklet with 1 inner R60.00 - R65.00 ea
Printed booklet with laser cutting       R65,00 - R70.00 ea

Printed booklet with 2 inners    R65.00 - R70.00 ea
Printed booklet with laser cutting       R75,00 - R80.00 ea

Wooden booklet with printed innner R110.00 - R115.00 ea
Wooden booklet with printed inner & pocket    R120.00 - R130.00 ea

Wooden booklet attached with twine engraved      R100.00 - R105.00 ea
Wooden booklet with printed inner, pocket and 2 inners     

R115.00 - R120.00 ea

Standard envelopes.  R8.00 ea (not printed)

1

2
3

A5 BOOKLETS

All our catalogue designs can 
be customised to suit your 

wedding theme, colour 
scheme & requirements
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ALL PRICES ARE ESTIMATED ONLY AND QUANTITY DEPENDANT
Printed On Imported Matt, Gloss, Pearl Or Textured Paper

3

2

Catalogue

3

Standard envelopes.  R8.00 ea (not printed)not printed)not printed

2

Lace, ribbon & tag is optional, refer to page 11

1



DL 1-fold    R40.00 - R45.00 ea
DL 1-fold with laser cutting R55.00 - R60.00 ea

DL flat double sided  R20.00 - R25.00 ea
DL flat with laser cutting R35.00 - R40.00 ea

2 x DL cards single sided R35.00 - R40.00 ea
2 x DL cards double sided  R40.00 - R45.00 ea 
3 x DL cards single sided R40.00 - R45.00 ea
3 x DL cards double sided R40.00 - R45.00 ea

DL INVITATIONS

TE: 

Standard envelopes.  R7.00 ea (not printed)

DL Invitations

1

1

2

3
4

4

2

DL 2-fold wallet with laser cutting (2 inners)   R75.00 - R80.00 ea

3

DL BOOKLET & WALLET

1

4

DL wallet (1 insert) R55.00 - R60.00 ea
DL wallet (2 inserts) R60.00 - R65.00 ea 

Standard envelopes.  R7.00 ea (not printed)

DL booklet 3 page        R55.00 - R60.00 ea 
DL booklet with laser cutting     R65.00 - R70.00 ea

1

2

DL 2-fold with laser cutting R60.00 - R65.00 ea
DL 2- fold with detailed laser-cut   R65.00 - R70.00 ea

(Diamante buckle & ribbon is optional, refer to page 11)

DL 2-fold  R45.00 - R50.00 ea
(Lace, ribbon & tag is optional, refer to page 11)

DL gate fold R45.00 - R50.00 ea
DL gate fold with laser cutting R55.00 - R60.00 ea

Standard envelopes.  R7.00 ea (not printed)

1

2
3

4

DL 2 FOLD & GATEFOLD CARDS

All our catalogue designs can 
be customised to suit your 

wedding theme, colour 
scheme & requirements

2

1 2
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ALL PRICES ARE ESTIMATED ONLY AND QUANTITY DEPENDANT
Printed On Imported Matt, Gloss, Pearl Or Textured Paper

2

Catalogue

4 3

DL pocket with 2 inserts R45.00 - R50.00 ea
DL pocket with 2 inserts & Laser-cut   R60.00 - R65.00 ea

3
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Square gate fold R40.00 - R45.00 ea
Square gate fold with laser-cut    R50.00 - R50.00 ea

Square gate fold with detailed laser-cut    R55.00 - R60.00 ea

Square 2-fold R45.00 - R50.00 ea
Square 2-fold with laser cutting    R50.00 - R55.00 ea

Square 2-fold with detailed laser cut   R60.00 - R65.00 ea

Standard envelopes.  R7.00 ea (not printed)

Wheel invitation   R40.00 - R45.00 ea

Square 1-fold  R35.00 - R40.00 ea
Square 1-fold with laser cutting      R40.00 - R45.00 ea

Square 1-fold with detailed laser cutting   R50.00 - R55.00 ea

Square pocket x 2 inserts   R55.00 - R60.00 ea
Square pocket with laser-cut & 2 inserts   R65.00 - R70.00 ea

Square wrapper       R35.00 - R40.00 ea
Square wrapper (printed)       R40.00 - 45.00 ea

Square wrapper with laser cutting       R50.00 - 55.00 ea

Standard envelopes.  R7.00 ea (not printed)

1

3

4

SQUARE INVITATIONS SQUARE INVITATIONS CONT.

TE: 

Square  Invitations

All our catalogue designs can 
be customised to suit your 

wedding theme, colour 
scheme & requirements

ALL PRICES ARE ESTIMATED ONLY AND QUANTITY DEPENDANT
Printed On Imported Matt, Gloss, Pearl Or Textured Paper

1 1 2
Square flat card      R30.00 - R35.00 ea

2 x Square flat card      R40.00 - R45.00 ea
Square flat card with laser cutting R40.00 - R45.00 ea 

(Size: 150 x 150mm)

2

4

2

Catalogue

1

3

Square wallet 1 fold (2 inserts)   R60.00 - R65.00 ea

Standard envelopes.  R7.00 ea (not printed)

Square booklet  (1 insert)    R60.00 - R65.00 ea

Square booklet with laser-cut     R65.00 - R70.00 ea

Square wallet with laser-cut (2 inserts)  R65.00 - R70.00 ea

1

2

SQUARE BOOKLET &WALLET

1 2

3 4
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PASSPORT  SINGLE  PAGE PASSPORT BOOKLETS
PASSPORT WITH 
LASER-CUTTING

TE: 

Passport Invitations

All our catalogue designs can 
be customised to suit your 

wedding theme, colour 
scheme & requirements
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Passport - no inner  R30.00 - R35.00 ea 
Passport pocket     R12.00 ea

Passport pocket printed   R15.00 ea 
Passport pocket with laser cutting R18.00 ea

Passport pocket with twine & wooden heart    R25.00 ea 
Standard envelopes.  R6.00 ea not printed

Passport with 1 inner (8 sides)     R40.00 - R45.00 ea 

Passport with 2 inner (12 sides)   R45.00 - R50.00 ea 

Standard  envelopes   R6.00 ea ( )

( )

Passport with 1 inner with laser cutting (8 sides)     R50.00 - R55.00 ea Passport with no inner with laser cutting    R40.00 - R45.00 ea 

Passport with 2 inner with laser cutting (12 sides)   R55.00 - R60.00 ea 

ALL PRICES ARE ESTIMATED ONLY AND QUANTITY DEPENDANT
Printed On Imported Matt, Gloss, Pearl Or Textured Paper

Catalogue

Please note this is excluding the passport



TE: Catalogue
Wood & Perspex Invitations

All our catalogue designs can 
be customised to suit your 

wedding theme, colour 
scheme & requirements

A6 wood engraved  R55.00 - R60.00 ea
A6 wood engraved with 2 extra printed pages  R70.00 - R75.00 ea

A6 wood with laser cutting R65.00 - R70.00 ea

A5 wood engraved  R65.00 - R70.00 ea
A5 wood engraved with 2 extra printed pages  R80.00 - R85.00 ea

A5 wood with laser cutting R75.00 - R80.00 ea

DL wood engraved  R60.00 - R65.00 ea
DL wood engraved with 2 extra printed pages  R75.00 - R80.00 ea

DL wood with laser cutting R70.00 - R75.00 ea 

WOOD INVITATIONS

1

.

Additional finishes can be added to  your invitation 
in a box, such as ribbons, name tags, pockets etc.

at an additional cost 

Please note that all boxes takes 2-3 weeks to make
A6 perspex engraved (clear) R60.00 - R65.00 ea
A5 perspex engraved (clear) R75.00 - R80.00 ea
DL perspex engraved (clear) R70.00 - R75.00 ea 

Gold & Silver perspex
A6 perspex engraved      R65.00 - R70.00 ea
A5 perspex engraved      R75.00 - R80.00 ea
DL perspex engraved      R70.00 - R75.00 ea

 

PERSPEX INVITATIONS

BOX & BOTTLE INVITATIONS

1
1

1

2

Invitation in a box   From R95.00 ea

Invitation in a bottle  From R85.00 ea2

ALL PRICES ARE ESTIMATED ONLY AND QUANTITY DEPENDANT
Printed On Imported Matt, Gloss, Pearl or Textured Paper
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Bespoke envelopes and pockets printed & plain

{Pricing will depend on paper, size, design etc.}Standard stock (Matt or pearl paper options)Pricing will depend on quantity, size etc.}

11

TE: 

Envelopes & Pocket Envelopes Extra’sAdditional Finishing

Diamante or pearl (glue-on) .............R2.00 ea

Satin ribbin .......................................From R2.00 ea

Diamante buckle ..............................From R15.00 ea

Lace .................................................From R7.00 ea

Organza ribbon ................................From R2.00 ea
Twine ................................................From R2.00 ea

Wax seal ...........................................From R5.00 ea

New custom wax mould ...................From R250.00 ea

Vinyl sticker ......................................From R7.00 ea
Name tag .........................................From R4.00 ea

Name tag with laser cutting .............From R6.00 ea

Printed (guest names / addresses) ......From R120.00 (set up fee)

Lining (tissue) .......................................From R5.00 ea

Lining (printed) ...................................  From R7.00 ea

Printing on flap (i.e., return address) ....R2.00 ea

Guest name tag ....................................From R4.00 ea

Printed envelope strip / wrapper ...........From R10.00 ea

Laser-cut strip / wrapper .......................From R15.00 ea

Printed paper seal .................................From R5.00 ea
Embossing .............................................TBC

Letterpressing ........................................TBC

A6 ....................................................From R6.00 ea

A5 ....................................................From R8.00 ea

DL ....................................................From R7.00 ea

Square .............................................From R7.00 ea

A6 pocket / bespoke envelope ..............From R12.00 ea
A7 pocket / bespoke envelope ..............From R10.00 ea

A5 pocket / bespoke envelope ..............From R18.00 ea

DL pocket / bespoke envelope ............. From R15.00 ea

Square pocket / bespoke envelope .......From R15.00 ea

Bespoke envelopes and pockets with laser cutting

A6 pocket / bespoke envelope ..............From R15.00 ea
A7 pocket / bespoke envelope ..............From R13.00 ea

A5 pocket / bespoke envelope ..............From R25.00 ea

DL pocket / bespoke envelope ............. From R20.00 ea

Square pocket / bespoke envelope .......From R20.00 ea

Catalogue

PERSPEX INVITATIONS




